WHY ADD WEAR PLATES OR HARDSURFACING TO A NEW ROCK BUCKET?

These buckets are designed for users that are committed to protecting their bucket investment. Rockland Super Duty Quarry buckets come ready to work with both liners and protection plates already in place. Because these buckets are designed to accept wear parts from the beginning, replacement is easier, and unnecessary bucket weight is eliminated.

PROTECT YOUR BUCKET WITH FEATURES GUARANTEED TO PROVIDE MAXIMUM WEAR LIFE:

- BUILT-IN, HEAVY-DUTY SOLID PLATE ROCK GUARD
- FLUSH-MOUNT ALLOY PLATE BUCKET LINERS
- BOTTOM CORNER GUARDS
- BOLT-ON SKID SHOES
- REPLACEABLE SKID SHOE GUARDS
- TWO-PIECE END PLATE DOUBLERS
WHAT’S UP FRONT… *Is the first line of defense*

It starts with your choice of cast teeth, segments, and corner guards. We install them with care in strict accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions. There is no room for error here and strict adherence to proper welding and installation procedure pays off with years of trouble-free service. That’s why Rockland Super Duty Quarry Buckets are covered by the best warranty in the industry, a lifetime guarantee against any failure due to workmanship, design, or material.

The cutting edge is cut from a tested and inspected piece of quenched and tempered, high strength, alloy steel plate that is guaranteed to exceed 400 Brinell. The rugged sidecutters are made from the same material.

The bucket shell is protected with Rockland’s unique, flush-mount, three-piece, alloy plate liners. The flush-mount liner design delivers a smooth, even surface to make material flow into the bucket easier. Plus, the flush-mount design protects the liner welds from loading abrasion. The three-piece design makes it easier to replace any one of the three sections according to need. Why replace the entire liner if only the center section is worn?

The end plates are protected with the same design approach. Each end plate is protected with a two-piece system because most of the wear usually occurs on the lower one-third of each bucket end plate. With this design, you spend less for replacement parts and install them faster because you are only replacing the areas that are worn.
WHAT’S UNDERNEATH … *Solid wear protection*

We can’t cover everything with wear plates because payload will be reduced. The slope bottom design keeps most of the bottom bucket shell up off the quarry floor to minimize wear.

Every Rockland Super Duty Quarry Bucket has two heavy-duty, bolt-on, hard alloy plate skid shoes for easy replacement. Each skid shoe is protected at the front by a thick weld-on deflector plate to minimize shear forces on the skid shoe mounting bolts.

The thick alloy plate corner guards provide necessary wear protection at the bottom corner of each end plate cutting edge. They also protect the end plate doubler welds because they are wider than the end plate doublers. It is attention to details like this that delivers hours of productivity without costly down time and rebuild expenses. When you compare what’s up front and what’s underneath, it is obvious—Rockland Super Duty Quarry Buckets are the right choice.
SUPER DUTY QUARRY BUCKETS . . . BUILT TO LAST!

STANDARD EQUIPMENT:
- Heavy-duty, built-in spillguard with visibility slots
- Two-piece end plate doublers inside and out
- Three-piece, flush-mount bucket liners
- Bolt-on skid shoes
- Slope bottom design
- Thick bottom corner guards
- Severe-service, quarry-duty cutting edge

OPTIONS:
- Teeth, segments, and sidecutters — select the brand and we install them.
- Hardfacing—applied where you want, to your pattern and spacing specifications.
- Straight or spade nose edges.

EXPERIENCE COUNTS
The very first bucket put on a wheel loader to handle shot rock was a bucket designed and built by Rockland. That was over fifty years ago, when the idea of a wheel loader in a quarry was considered a radical approach to handling shot rock. Today, the concept is an established practice. When you specify a Rockland Super Duty Quarry Bucket, you are getting the benefit of over half a century of rock bucket experience. When you combine experience with modern materials and manufacturing expertise, it is an unbeatable combination.

AND LAST BUT NOT LEAST . . . ABSOLUTELY THE BEST ROCK BUCKET GUARANTEE YOU CAN GET ANYWHERE!

INSTALLATION INFORMATION
All Rockland Super Duty Quarry Buckets mount in place of the standard bucket using factory pins or specified coupler brackets.